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Sweet Dancer 
William Butler Yeats 

 

The girl goes dancing there 
On the leaf-sown, new-mown, smooth 

Grass plot of the garden; 
Escaped from bitter youth, 
Escaped out of her crowd, 
Or out of her black cloud. 

Ah, dancer, ah, sweet dancer! 
If strange men come from the house 

To lead her away, do not say 
That she is happy being crazy; 

Lead them gently astray; 
Let her finish her dance, 
Let her finish her dance. 

Ah, dancer, ah, sweet dancer!  

 

 

All I can say to this is, “Dance it out”.  Grey’s 

Anatomy is the show that named this activity, 

though I have been practicing it long before the 

show’s creation.  When the world is crazy, when 

stress is overwhelming me, when I am so happy I 

feel like bursting, I dance it out.   
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The music changes, it varies from pop to classical. The steps range from 

the ballet of my youth to the clubs of the nineties, and finally to the moves 

of Just Dance, my favorite and only game for the Wii.  Connecting with my 

body can feel like a prayer, encompassing grace and freedom and 

thankfulness in one jumbled mess of movement.  Since I was young 

music has been an escape for me.  Whether the words were expressed 

with my voice or my body, it didn’t seem to matter, the release of emotion 

was the same.  To the outside, I’m sure it appears certifiable, but the time 

spent in motion clears my head and my heart, preparing the way for a 

focused day.  I love that dance has been used in many cultures through 

time to express thanksgiving, to pray for the needs of the people, to 

commemorate events and to celebrate family.  The Alzheimer’s 

Association had a recent article stating dance as one of the most 

successful brain exercises, even better than crossword puzzles and 

Sudoku. 

 

For Consideration  

 Set a timer for 5-10 minutes.  Select a line from the poem or commentary and 

write about whatever comes to mind when you read it again.   

 

Prayer: God, give us the courage of dance like no one is watching!  Remind us 

that your Spirit guides each movement leading us into a more peaceful state of 

being.  Amen.   


